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Be part of THE European Research
and Technology Conference on Transport and Mobility
Hosted and organised by:

Co-organised by:

Supported by:

INTERACTIVE ZONE

AREAS AT THE INTERACTIVE ZONE

The TRA 2018 conference and exhibition will be enhanced by
an Interactive Zone which will provide a unique experience in
different dimensions (speech, visual, hands-on, interactive)
for attendees and make TRA 2018 attractive to the technical
press and wider public. This zone aims to present complex
subjects, in particular research projects, in an interactive
and comprehensive way. Key elements of this interactive
zone are:

The design of the Interactive Zone includes clearly arranged
clustered areas to enable interaction with visitors. A first
layout of this type of clustering is shown below (Figure 1 is a
draft version; the final layout of the interactive zone will be
designed according to the actual contributions – just let us
know your requirements!).

The research reach out area is about demonstrating relevance (“research is proof”) and impact (“research matters”)
of current research activities.
Within the state of the art research and technology area,
the latest research and development results will be showcased. A quick and easy access to the different topics will
be offered, which will enable an exchange between visitors
and researchers.
TRA as a lab will make attendees part of research activities
and increase their involvement in TRA 2018. The two following kinds of lab environments will be provided:
1.	Digital infrastructure in and around Vienna, which can
be used by participating organisations to show both prototypes and interaction with the digital infrastructure.
2.	 As a second option, participants of TRA 2018 can be part
of a lab, e.g. by an application providing mobility as a service
to TRA participants in Vienna (followed by an evaluation of
the user-behaviour and live data visualisation).
These activities aim to contribute to a transformation of the
mobility system by using digitalisation, which can only be
achieved by a common effort of the different stakeholders.
This interactive zone will bring together research institutes,
industry, transport providers, infrastructure operators and
start-ups. The current barriers shall be made visible to the
high-level attendees to accelerate the necessary discussion
and transformation processes (amongst others in the organisational and legal areas), which in turn will improve the
sustainability of research activities,
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• Research reach out – new ways of presenting current
research results, with a focus on relevance and impact
• Showcase state of the art research and technology
• Experiment at TRA in a lab – interactions based on digital infrastructures and connected participants
• Transform mobility – get in touch with the role of new
stakeholders and new key elements of our future transport system
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Figure 1 - Draft layout of the interactive zone
Start-up & Networking Zone
An essential element of the interactive zone will be a large
area that features start-ups who are transforming the mobility system with innovative developments that correspond
to TRA 2018’s overall theme of “a digital era for transport”.
The combination of start-ups with research organisations,
industry and public authorities will advance discussions and
trigger new activities. Specific networking events and pitches
will be organised within the Interactive Zone in a designated
networking area.

SERVICE AT THE INTERACTIVE ZONE
A central information desk will be provided where visitors
will receive information on the interactive zone and can book
their slots to participate. In order to avoid conflicts with the
conference programme and exhibition, the opening hours of
the interactive zone will be extended and, as a special event,
a traditional Viennese breakfast will be organised to present
the Interactive Zone to conference participants.
The Interactive Zone will be equipped with technical equipment to support interactive elements, such as a stage or
multiple (touch‐)screens. The stage will be used for different
events to further promote the Interactive Zone, e.g. Science
Slams or Innovation Challenges. Projects and organisations
participating in the Interactive Zone will also be supported to
guarantee a perfect integration into the overall concept.

LIVE TRAFFIC SHOWCASES & DIGITAL
INFRASTRUCTURE
In addition to the Interactive Zone, showcases can take place
in live traffic. Several elements of digital infrastructure will
be provided in and around Vienna, which can be used to show
applications using this infrastructure and at the same time
demonstrating interaction with the same infrastructure.
Currently in and around Vienna, the following digital
infrastructure elements have the potential to be made available
• C-ITS infrastructure (ITS-G5) on some stretches of the
high-level road network in Vienna, as well as equipped
traffic lights in Vienna near the congress centre
• Multi-modal traffic and travel information for Austria
and the complete Vienna region
• Austrian-wide intermodal open digital map
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TIMETABLE

Date
Action
If you need additional digital infrastructure for carrying out
December 2016
First call opens
your showcases or demonstrations, please let us know, we are
th
28 February 2017
First call closes
looking forward to providing this infrastructure for TRA 2018!
April
2017	
Information to applicants
Participants will be able to access the vehicles right outside
		
individual coordination
the interactive zone. The host will provide staff to guide the
June 2017	Second call for expression of
participants and support all exhibitors and activities.
		
interest opens
th
13 October 2017
Second call closes
November 2017	Final information to applicants
INTERACTIVE ZONE PACKAGES
about accepted showcases /
		
demonstrations
Projects and organisations participating in the Interactive
January 2018 	Online publication of preliminary
Zone will be supported up front by the organising team,
demonstration programme
in order to guarantee a perfect integration into the overall
concept.
Parties interested in becoming part of the Interactive Zone
CALL FOR EXPRESSION OF INTEREST
with their projects or products will be presented with packages, which will include:
All organisations interested in being part of the Interactive
Zone are asked to describe their respective ideas and plans
• Area and booth at the interactive zone
via the template available at: www.traconference.eu
• Central booking and reservation for participants
Ideas for showcases and demonstrations will be collected,
• Information desk
followed by a check if all required (digital) infrastructure is
• Inclusion in promotion activities and material
available or can be provided by the host (please note that, de• Integration of activities into overall concept, clustering
pending on the requirements you have, it is important for us to
with similar topics to reach a wide audience
receive information as soon as possible) and whether the idea
• Inclusion in networking events
fits the overall topics of TRA 2018. The first call for expression
• Support in set-up of interactive elements at TRA 2018
of interest will close on 28th February 2017 (end of business
- eob). AustriaTech will come back to all organisations that
All participating organisations and projects will be advertised
have sent their expression of interest latest by April 2017. In June
to visitors in an Interactive Zone handbook, published prior to
2017, a second call for expression of interest will be opened. This
the conference and added to the conference bag. The activicall will close on 13th October 2017 eob and participants will
ties in the interactive zone will also be included on the webbe informed in November 2017. Contracts will be prepared
site to make it easy for visitors to find out how to participate.
and finished by January 2018 at the latest. Please be aware
that we will do our best to accommodate the maximum number of showcases/demonstrations relevant to TRA 2018 key
areas, nevertheless due to time and space limitations in the
programme of the interactive zone, as well as the facilities, we
cannot guarantee being able to host all proposals. Therefore,
we encourage the early submission of proposals.
Please complete the application form on the exhibition tab on :
www.traconference.eu

TRA 2018
Organised by the Austrian Ministry for Transport, Innovation and Technology, TRA 2018 will take place in Vienna from
16-19th April 2018. AustriaTech and the Austrian Institute of Technology (AIT), are both supporting the Austrian Ministry for Transport,
Innovation and Technology in the organisation of this event. Some
3,000 international experts will discuss the latest research results
and future developments in mobility and transport which relate to
TRA 2018’s overarching theme of «A digital era for transport. Solutions for society, economy and environment». This means that TRA
2018 will explore the promising new opportunities that digitalisation offers for transport.
The strategic topics to be addressed within this theme are:
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• “Vision”
Shaping the new mobility landscape – a Vision for
Transport & Mobility for Europe
• ”Tools, Enablers“
How Digitalisation is transforming the Transport &
Mobility System
• “What we achieve with these tools”
Decarbonisation & Future Growth
How to change our Mobility System & remain
competitive
• “Finding Solutions, Creating Evidence”
Shaping Future Transport Research in Europe

GENERAL INFORMATION ABOUT TRA
The Transport Research Arena (TRA), first started in 2006, takes
placeeverytwoyearsinadifferentEuropeancity.TheTRAishostedby
Austria, co-organised by the European Commission and supported
by the European Technology Platforms ERTRAC (European Road
Transport Research Advisory Council), ERRAC (European Rail
ResearchAdvisoryCouncil),WATERBORNE,aswellasCEDR(Conference of European Directors of Roads), ALICE (Alliance for Logistics Innovation through Collaboration), ETRA (European Transport
Research Alliance) and ECTP (European Construction Technology Platform). The scope of the conference covers all modes of
transport: road, rail, waterborne, and aviation as well as co-modality, applied to both passenger and freight, in urban, inter-urban and long distance settings.

THE VENUE: Reed Messe Wien
Messeplatz 1, 1020 Vienna, Austria

Reed exhibitions Messe Wien is one of the most modern exhibition
and congress centres. It contains an exhibition area of about 60,000
m², directly connected conference rooms, broad infrastructure and
various and flexible scope for hosting all kinds of events. For TRA
2018, the exhibition hall with more than 6,700 m² space offers various
possibilities for the industrial exhibition, meeting and networking
areas, as well as indoor demonstrations. In addition, the congress
area offers up to 24 rooms for the plenary and scientific sessions.
With an underground (metro) station right in front of the building, the
connection to public transport is excellent. Participants can reach
the city centre via metro in 10 minutes and the airport in 40 minutes.
Restaurants and hotels are located in the near vicinity.
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CONTACT
To receive more information, do not hesitate to contact:
Martin Dirnwöber or Lena Reiser,
INTERACTIVE ZONE COORDINATORS
demonstration@travie2018.at
www.traconference.eu
#tra2018 • office@travie2018.at • programme@travie2018.at
exhibition@travie2018.at • sponsoring@travie2018.at
demonstration@travie2018.at • press@travie2018.at

The editor of this brochure hereby disclaim any and all
liability for any inaccuracies, incompleteness or typing errors. The editor furthermore reserves the right to modify the
content of the brochure at any time and without prior consent.

